
H06-2012 SUNDSTROM SR 500 EX Fan Unit unit

Art No. Description Unit

H06-0112 SUNDSTROM SR 500 Fan Unit unit

Art No. Description Unit

Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR)
SUNDSTROM SR 500 Fan Unit

Battery-powered fan together with a filter and approved head top
Standard battery SR501, 14.8V, 2.2Ah, lithium-ion with 30 min. charging time to 
reach 80% and 1.5 hours to reach 100%
Can be used as an alternative to filter respirators in all situations
Apply particularly to work that is hard, warm or for long duration
Equipped with filters and the filtered air is fed through a breathing hose to the 
head-top
The pressure then generated prevents surrounding pollutants from penetrating 
into mask
All fans are supplied with a battery, charger, belt, flow meter, pre-filter holder, 
pre-filter and particle filter

SUNDSTROM SR 500 EX Fan Unit
Explosion-proof and specially adapted for use in an explosive atmosphere
Can be used as an alternative to filter respirators in all situations in which latter are 
recommended
Apply particularly to work is intensive, hot or of long-duration
Equipped with filters and the filtered air is supplied through a breathing hose to the 
head-top.
The latter pressurized to prevent the surrounding pollutants from being admitted

H06-0112

H06-2012

H06-0412 SUNDSTROM SR 530 Hood unit

Art No. Description Unit

H06-0412

SUNDSTROM SR 530 Hood
The breathing hose of the hood is connected to the fan, equipped with a filter
The pressure generated in the hood prevents particles and other pollutants from 
entering the hood
Can be used as an alternative to filter respirators in all situations
Apply particularly to work that is hard, warm or of long duration
Not only covers face and crown of the head but also the neck, throat and 
shoulders. One size
Easily adjustable neck seal that assures a very high level of protection, also for 
persons with a beard
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H06-0512 SUNDSTROM SR 540 Face Shield unit

Art No. Description Unit

H06-0512

SUNDSTROM SR 540 Face Shield with Polycarbonate Visor
Easily raised visor with a wide field of vision
The breathing hose is connected to the fan, equipped with a filter 
The pressure generated in the face shield prevents particles and other pollutants 
from entering the hood
Can be used with the SR 507 compressed air equipment to form a breathing 
apparatus designed for continuous air flow, for connection to a compressed air 
supply
Apply particularly to work that is hard, warm or of long duration
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